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Press release 

Engage your guest! easyHotels offers a fully auto-

mated and mobile guest journey to its guests 

Munich, 2 October 2017 

easyHotel, the owner and operator of super budget branded hotels has chosen Het-

ras, a Shiji Group brand, to provide guests with a fully enabled and automated mobile 

guest journey, including Hetras Cloud PMS, a mobile guest app, and internet booking 

engine.   Jorge Rodriguez, Marketing and e-commerce Manager explains, “One of the 

main benefits of Hetras cloud-based PMS is the quality of experience it gives to our 

customers. The mobile app will allow our guests to check in, book, see the latest of-

fers, and use the phone as a mobile key, underpinning the quality of their customer 

experience.” 

 

According to Hauke Lenthe, Executive Vice President of Hetras, “We are proud to 

have easyHotels on board, a hotel group that wants to move to mobile and digital 

hotel operations and use true next generation technology. By 2020 around 50% of all 

global travelers are ‘millenials’ – they spend more time with mobile phones than com-

puters. Our product strategy is open and non-proprietary. We built our public API to 

allow any third party app or system to connect to Hetras – and we run our solutions 

on any mobile device.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

About Shiji 

Founded in 1998, Shiji’s aim is to become a “big data” application service platform operator. 
Shiji has become the leading manufacturer of Chinese hotel information systems after three 
successful transformations. At the same time, Shiji is gradually expanding from hotel to ca-
tering and retail industries, becoming the major software supplier to both industries. Now, 
Shiji is responsible for approximately 60% to 70% of the market share in the high end sector 
of hotel and retail industries and possesses a leading position in the catering industry. The 
estimated annual revenue of Shiji clients can be as high as US$ 740 billion. Shiji has com-
pleted three successful transformations since its establishment. It is now experiencing the 
4th transformation dedicating itself to be a “big data” driven consumer application service 
platform operator. Shiji has introduced consulting, IT solutions and data platform services. 
Meanwhile, Shiji is developing worldwide leading products and technologies aiming for the 
international market and speeding up its globalization progress. Currently Shiji has more 
than 50 subsidiaries with about 3,000 employees.  

 

About Hetras  

Hetras is a hotel management system comprising a cloud-based property management sys-
tem, self-check-in app, booking engine, channel manager and state-of-the-art open API that 
future proofs your hotel’s technology. Hetras is a Shiji Group brand and part of the wide-
ranging open hotel and travel technology ecosystem. Being part of the Shiji Group strength-
ens Hetras’ integration with Shiji’s travel and hospitality technology ecosystem, ranging from 
point of sale systems which include hardware and software to enterprise payment processing 
systems.  

For more information on Hetras, contact: 

Astrid Neumann, astrid.neumann@hetras.com; +49 89 716718510 
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